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Introduction
Concept and Plan

Boston Marathon UK was set up to improve facilities for community gatherings and
events through:
•
•
•

Health promotion
Community integration
Rebuilding the image of Boston

Following a successful 1st year’s event in 2016, second marathon was conducted on
17 April 2017 (Easter Monday) to coincide with the Boston US marathon on the
same day.
A separate Fun Run was organized to cater younger and casual runners of the area3 mile/5 kilometres. This was conducted along with the marathon but as a separate
sub-event with a separate sponsorship plan.

Sponsorship by BBL & Service Level Agreement
The main sponsor of the event was Boston Big Local (BBL).
A Service Level Agreement was agreed in 2016 between Boston Marathon
Association (BMA) and BBL, details of which are as follows:

EXPECTED OUTCOMES OF THEME AND PRIORITY:
•

To build greater community spirit and public pride.

•

To appreciate the diversity of culture and backgrounds within the Boston Big
Local area.

•

To increase participation in community life.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES OF ACTIVITY
•

We expect 800 individual runners for the event. We had 350 runners in 2016.

•

We expect 30-50 relay half marathon teams with a total of up to 250 runners
in this group. In this each relay runner only has to do 2.5 miles and this
ensures more participation from amateur runners in the community.
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•

The event is being promoted through the Polish, Lithuanian, Latvian and other
communities in Boston through media and contacts to promote better
community spirit.

•

We are recruiting more than 100 marshals for the event starting from within
the local community and local businesses which will also help in promoting
community spirit. We aim to recruit 50% of our marshals from the Boston Big
Local area.

•

We hope that the event will be a great opportunity for health promotion. A
local physiotherapy group has offered free physiotherapy treatment to runners
at the finishing point and the Pilgrim Hospital management and staff and the
local Clinical Commissioning Group have offered full support for the marathon
itself.

•

The local leisure centres, sports centres and gyms will be liaised with to
promote the event and use it as an opportunity to promote healthy living.
Local takeaways and restaurants will also be consulted in starting similar
initiatives to promote healthy eating.

•

We will write up articles with further information and interviews before the
event for publicity and to encourage local community participation. This event
will be promoted through social media, print and the internet.
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Organization

Boston Marathon Association
All members of the committee are residents in Boston
BMA Executive Committee:
Richard Austin – Chairman
Harish Kurup – Secretary/ Operations Manager
Mike Sharp – Treasurer/ Health & Safety Coordinator
Guy Bull – Race Director
Organizing Committee:
Dr Cyril Nyman – Medical Supervisor
Gary Skipworth – Vehicle Coordinator
Rachel Lauberts – Volunteer Coordinator
Helen Staples – Volunteer Coordinator
Sue Durrant – Volunteer Coordinator
Dave Durrant – Volunteer Coordinator

Registration

The marathon was conducted with race permits from UKA (UK Athletics Association)
Both full & half marathon routes were measured by Association of UK Course
Measurers in 2016 and no re-measurement was necessary.
UKA appointed race adjudicator Mr. Gordon Geach inspected the whole course
travelling in the lead vehicle and carried out a full & detailed report for UKA. He
made excellent remarks about the organization of the marathon and made minor
comments and observations to improve it the next time.
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Runners
5% of runners came from Boston itself and 20% of runners were from Lincolnshire.

Total runners registered 876+46= 922
724 (406+312) runners finished in full +
half
6 full marathon runners did not finish.
46 registered for fun run (41 ran, 40
completed)
Total runners on the day = 771

We had runners from USA, Canada, Germany, France, Hungary, Belarus, Jordan,
India.
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Winners

None of the winners came from Boston area this year.

Marshals
Including BMA members we had over 100 volunteers supporting the event. 90% of
marshals were from Boston with a good number from BBL area and the remaining
from surrounding areas such as Skegness/Sleaford.
Most marshals were recruited from the route of the marathon itself. Marshals
received pre-event training arranged over two weekends. They were offered a
certificate and the Boston marathon medal& T shirts after the event. They were also
given feedback and we also conducted a web based poll to choose the best marshal
team who was given a £100 reward.
We had adequate number of marshals for safe coverage of the entire route. They
were well supported by radios (with a repeater tower installed on top of pilgrim
hospital).
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Medical cover

The event was covered as per UKA medical requirement for marathons.
2 ambulances were on standby along the route (from Pulseline Ambulance services).
Boston college had two stretchers and paramedic to receive finishing runners.
Medical Director for the day was Dr Sunil Panjwani Consultant Anaesthetist &
Intensive care specialist at Pilgrim hospital.
A physiotherapy team received runners and provided free treatment including
stretches/massages and advice.
Three major incidents were reported during the event.
-

One minor grazes from falling over
One soft tissue injury by hitting a car’s wing mirror
One muscle fatigue from exhaustion

These were appropriately managed and all except the last one were discharged.
Last one was advised to attend hospital if required later in the day.
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The route
The marathon route started and finished within BBL area.

Traffic management
Traffic management was contracted to DSTM limited (Dave Skells). John Adams
Way was closed for 5 minutes (with traffic diversions) at the start of the marathon to
let the runners go past. The rest of the route had speed restrictions and marshal
support (with input from traffic management in key areas)
Weather
It was a sunny day 110 C, wind speed of 8-10 mph. Couple of mild showers in the 24
hours prior to the event. No areas on the route had any significant amount of surface
water (in contrast to 2016).
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Medal & T shirt
The medal & T shirts both portrayed Boston stump which is situated within BBL area.
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Budget

Total income:
Total expenditure:
Surplus:

£30,986.16 (Sponsorship £10,510 + Registration £20,476.16)
£21,530.99
£9455.17 (To be carried over to next year)

Wider Benefits
Local businesses
Co-op stores sponsored water (8000 bottles) for runners. The co-op stores opposite
Boston college was open the whole day as usual and was used by supporters and
runners for buying necessary items and cold sandwiches/drinks.
Cafes at market place
The cafes at market place had approximately £400 worth of business in the morning
hours.
Pizza shop
Domino’s Pizza opposite Boston college also had sales around £500 more than its
usual daytime sales on marathon day.
Local Bed & breakfasts
Premier Inn confirmed that more than half of their rooms were occupied by
runners/fullonsport officials. New England hotel & white hart had most rooms
occupied by runners.
Local families
A large number of local families had relatives coming in from the rest of the country
to run.
Pilgrim hospital
Apart from the secretary of BMA a number of consultant doctors and other staff from
Pilgrim hospital were involved in the marathon as marshals. Fun runners included
staff from the hospital.
Pilgrim hospital also helped by allowing installation of the radio repeater tower at the
top of their building which ensured full coverage all along the route.
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Ramsay Boston West Hospital
Ramsay Boston west hospital which treats mostly NHS patients was also a sponsor
(£2500 towards prize money). Ramsay also had banners at venue to inform patients
about treatment choice and its services. Staff from the hospital also helped as
marshals.
Local GP practices
A local GP ran the marathon and so did a few staff from various local practices.
HS Physiotherapy
Local physiotherapy group (HS Physiotherapy limited) attended the event with 5
physiotherapists giving runners free massages/stretches and advice all for free. Long
queues were seen at their stall throughout the whole event. The lead physiotherapist
Mr. Thota had run the half marathon himself in 2016.

Forever Living
Forever Living is a company that manufactures and sells aloe vera-based drinks and
bee-derived cosmetics, nutritional supplements, and personal care products. Mrs.
Sushma Bragg set up a stall the Boston college marketing their products on the day
and was pleased the publicity and interest it has generated. In return Mrs. Bragg’s
friend Jackie Forrest provided free web / poster designing and covered the event as
our official photographer along with a couple of colleagues.

Charities
BMA gave free places to 2 local charities- 2 places each to Butterfly hospice and
Boston women’s aid. They raised close to £1000 in total.
Runners raised money for various charities, as per information available so far ……..
• Brain and Spine Foundation Charity £4000 various marathons including
Boston)
• Centrepoint Outreach £600
• Macmillan Cancer Support £450
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Feedback

From Facebook
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Emails from runners
Over 100 emails were received from runners mostly with positive complements and
feedback with suggestions as invited.

Race Adjudicator

UKA appointed race adjudicator Mr. Gordon Geach made minor comments and
observations to improve the race next year.

All the above were collated to arrive at the following conclusions

Points to consider for next year from Feedback

Most important
•
•
•

Waste management- drink bottles collection
Traffic control near finishing area- close skirbeck road
Marshal numbers- need more in some areas

Less important
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Countdown markers to finish line & drink station warning signs
Energy drinks & gels
Car park management
Showers to be kept open longer
Staggered starts so that half marathon runners are not obstructed by full
marathon runners
Keep finish area clear- barriers to go farther
Entertainment for runner’s families
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Media Coverage
Local weekly papers covered it before and after the event and so did Boston bulletin
daily.
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Event photographs

Start Point (BBL area)
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The course
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Finish Point (BBL area)
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Marshals
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Supporters
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Marshals competition

Bridge marshals won the completion and opted to donate the prize money to
Dementia UK.
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Future Directions- 2018 Marathon

Race date for next marathon has been chosen as 15 April 2018 Sunday. This falls
on the day before the Boston (US) marathon.
Practical issues to consider during event planning
It is anticipated that no changes will be necessary to the route and most of the event
planning aspect of the marathon will remain the same.
1. Traffic
Further changes are needed for traffic management of the event. This may include
closure of the last ½ mile of marathon route for the entire 6 hours with diversion
routes.
It is anticipated that the John Adams way can however be managed with a stop-go
system for 5 minutes rather than a full closure.
2. Parking for runners
Boston college car park to be reserved for early arrivals only. The rest of the runners
to use town centre pay & display car parks. Better car park management plan next
year allotting spaces beforehand could reduce congestion before the start.
3. Marshal recruitment
Marshal recruitment programme over the next year to ensure that we have 100
marshals along the course and if possible in pairs at every marshal point. Drink
stations to be given to local charities/organizations to improvise and manage on their
own. Ideas are welcome.
4. Drinking Water management
Water delivery- smaller bottles to prevent wastage. Better water disposal
mechanism- have bins 100/200 metres after drink stations with a marshal this area
so that waste collection will be more controlled.
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